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3 of 3 review helpful A light Christian romance with historical value By double u twice She is a good writer and I read 
her books for the historical value The stories themselves are romances between beautiful women and handsome men 
with a heiress or two thrown in now and then and some worldly people to create the complications This book follows 
that same formula If you are looking for a well written historical Christi When a handsome young man comes to tell 
Frannie that her mother is very ill she wants nothing more than to go home But her kind messenger assures her that he 
will take care of everything Touched by his concern and sensitivity Frannie s love for him begins to grow There is 
only one problem He is from the wealthy side of the river and she is from the poor side Will the jealousy and schemes 
of their friends pull them apart or show them the road to faith 
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